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Press+1's Ben Tsui looks at Asian Canadian contibutions to cinema in his latest Reel Canadian column.
Written By Ben Tsui
May is Asian Heritage Month in Canada. It proudly acknowledges, reflects and celebrates the valuable
contributions and accomplishments by Canadians of all Asian descents, from Afghanistan to Vietnam. Of
late, the South Asian communities across Canada have also introduced additional auxiliary celebrations
within their own particular cultures.
Jason Kenney, the Honourable Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism, proclaims that the
2012 Asian Heritage theme is “Advancing Democracy and Strengthening Canada.” This year also marks two
special milestones: the 10th anniversary of Asian Heritage Month in Canada, and the 65th anniversary of the
repeal of the Chinese Immigration Act which led to Canadians of Chinese descent receiving the right to vote
in Canada.
Our national film and digital community continues to produce many worthy productions that explore Asian identities by paying homage to Canada’s rich mosaic
past, present and future. With notable ground breaking classics such as Mina Shum’s hilarious Chinese Canadian rom-com DOUBLE HAPPINESS (1994), Linda
Ohama’s emotional documentary OBACHAN’S GARDEN (2001) about her 103 years old Japanese grandmother, Deepa Mehta’s Desi rom-com
BOLLYWOOD/HOLLYWOOD (2002), Anand Ramayya’s personal spiritual journey to India in COSMIC CURRENT (2004) and Desiree Lim’s cross cultural
gay/lesbian comedy-drama FLOORED BY LOVE (2005), Asian-Canadians are bravely introduced with all its hiccups to the general mainstream with humour, libido,
respect and conviction. Here are a few latest narratives, documentaries and new media gems for your viewing consideration.

THE LOST YEARS (Dir: Kenda Gee & Tom Radford, 2011) An epic documentary that examines 150 years of Chinese diaspora across Canada, USA, New
Zealand and Australia. It also traces Edmonton based co-director Kenda Gee’s four generations of family history. There are two distinctive journeys within the
project: one historical - in search of a new life overseas; the other contemporary - in search of justice and redress of the effects by the Canadian head tax and
Chinese Exclusion Act. The two episodes garnered eight prize nominations at the recent 2012 Alberta Rosie Awards in May. LOST YEARS will soon be available
on DVD later this year. (http://www.lostyears.ca/index.html)
IRON ROAD (Dir: David Wu, 2009) An all-star epic Canada/China television drama featuring Sam Neill (JURASSIC PARK), Peter O’Toole (LAWRANCE OF
ARABIA), Tony Leung Ka Fai (Jean-Jacques Annaud’s THE LOVER) and Betty Sun Li (Jet Li’s FEARLESS) that chronicles the Chinese coolie experience while
helping to build the Canadian Pacific Railway during the 1880’s. Principal photography was shot in British Columbia near Thompson Country, Kamloops and
Kelowna. (http://www.ironroadthemovie.com)
ONE BIG HAPA FAMILY (Dir: Jeff Chiba Stearns, 2010) An animated and live-action documentary that
explores cross-cultural marriages in Canada and how the mixed Japanese generation impacts its multiracial
identity. Incidentally, the Japanese are the highest out of any other ethnicity in Canada to marry inter-racially.
This film won the NFB Best Canadian Film and Video Award at the 2010 Toronto Reel Asian International
Film Festival. (http://s410571204.onlinehome.us/One_Big_Hapa_Family/Welcome.html)
WILD GOOSE DADDY (Dir: Samuel Kiehoon Lee, 2012) A Korean language action comedy following a
middle-aged Korean gangster who teams up with a young female impersonator in search of his missing
daughter in metro Toronto. WILD GOOSE DADDY is a common term used to describe middle class fathers
who send their children and wives abroad while staying behind in Korea to work. The film’s soundtrack score
was composed and performed by renowned Ottawa-born award winning South Asian musician Vikash Kohli
and members of the Screen Composers Guild of Canada. (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2290835)
HEAVEN ON EARTH (Dir: Deepa Mehta, 2008) Continuing with her social justice celluloid successes, Toronto-based filmmaker Deepa Mehta also brings to the
screen the portrayal of Chand (Preity Zinta), a newly married Indian Punjabi bride whose trials and tribulations while living in Brampton, Ontario reflected the
nightmares experienced by selected South Asian immigrants. (http://www.nfb.ca/film/heaven_on_earth_trailer)
JOURNEY OF A DREAM – A HEAVY METAL STORY OF A TIBETAN REFUGEE (Dir: Shenpenn Khymsar, 2011) Vancouver-based filmmaker Shenpenn
Khymsar travels the global in this political rockumentary to explore his Buddhist Tibetan roots while jamming head banging heavy metal music along its way.
(http://www.journeyofadreammovie.com)
TORONTO STORIES (Dir: Suk-Ying Lee, David Sudz Sutherland, David Weaver, Aaron Woodley, 2008) Former Much Music Television VJ and current CBC
Radio host Sook-Yin Lee co-writes and directs this anthology. It's a visual collection of four interwoven stories about a nameless boy who witnesses events on the
city streets of Toronto within a 24 hour framework. (http://www.newrealfilms.com/torontostories.htm)
FLOORED BY LOVE (Dir: Desiree Lim, 2005) A comedy-drama about a Chinese/Japanese lesbian couple considering same
sex marriage in Vancouver. Meanwhile, an African Jewish family must deal with their gay teen step-son who decided to reunite
with his biological American father. The foundation of traditional family values threaten to crumble under all thispressure, and
through these two cross-cultural households, the characters must each navigate universal love for each other and their
extended families. (http://www.holidaypictures.ca/films/floored_by_love.html)
PRISON DANCER (Dir: Romeo Candido, 2012) Do the ‘Pak Yow’ everyone! This is an original interactive musical web series
inspired by the viral You Tube phenomenon, the “Dancing Inmates of Cebu.” Featuring a cast of aspiring You Tube performers
across North America, it is a “choose your own” adventure filled with catchy pop tunes, star-crossed lovers, and interactive
audience engagements. Toronto-based award-winning Filipino filmmaker Romeo Candido (ROLLING LONGANIZA, ANG
PAMANA: THE INHERITANCE) brings together the best of Broadway and You Tube entertainment via the new digital format.
PRISON DANCER has been chosen to close the prestigious 2012 San Francisco International Asian American Film Festival!
This is the first time a webseries has ever been presented as a closing night gala performance at a Film Festival!
(http://www.prisondancer.com)
PSEUDO: BLOOD OF OUR OWN (Dir: Gursimran Dhillon, 2012) A cross cultural action thriller set in Calgary, Alberta
featuring four Asian friends who are heavily involved with the local drug trafficking trade. The film follows a crooked cop
nicknamed Sleaze (Naresh K) as he takes the law into his own hands and the power of the Canadian dollars becomes a test of friendship, loyalty and trust
amongst his former high school peers. (http://www.canadianbollywood.ca/pseudothemovie)

EVE & THE FIRE HORSE (Dir: Julia Kwan, 2005) Can a Chinese Canadian family find contentment through Catholicism, Buddhism and ancient mystical
superstitions through the eyes of an imaginative but lonely young Asian girl? (http://www.eveandthefirehorse.com)

LUNCH WITH CHARLES (Dir: Michael Parker, 2001) Two couples (Sean Lau Ching Wan, Teresa Lee,
Nicholas Lea, Bif Naked) get swapped with each other’s partner as they travel between Hong Kong,
Vancouver, Central British Columbia and Banff, Alberta. Watch for Canadian singing sensation Bif Naked’s
acting debut in this charming cross-cultural rom-com. It was nominated for a Genie Award for best original
song and won 3 Leo Awards in British Columbia. (http://www.holidaypictures.ca/films/lunch_with_charles.html)
WAR WITCH aka REBELLE LE FILM (Dir: Kim Nguyen, 2012) Ten years in the making, Vietnamese French
Canadian writer/director/co-producer Kim Nguyen (LE MARAIS, TRUFE, LA CITE) finally debuts his African
war-themed drama at the recent 62nd Berlin International Film Festival (BIFF) in February, 2012. Nguyen
became the first Canadian filmmaker in 13 years to have a film competing at the festival. WAR WITCH follows
12 year old Komona (Rachel Mwanza) who was kidnapped by armed rebels in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, then forced to kill her parents and became a child soldier. (http://www.rebelle-lefilm.ca/english)

Well, I hope you too can discover the hidden celluloid Asian in you despite everyone's diverse ethnic background. Happy viewings!
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